
SAFETY ACCESSORIES
Accessories can help you to enhance safety in your warehouse 
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Ensuring your warehouse is safe and complies with the latest legislation is critical. CSI can offer you a wide selection 
of protection for uprights and frames, ensuring your pallet racking is well protected against the impacts from fork lift truck 
collisions.

PROTECTORS

Rack end protectors

A robust barrier, ideal for protecting vulnerable areas 
from forklift truck damage and impacts, a variety of 
lengths are available, 400mm high.

For more information see: 
www.dexionstore.co.uk

Shock absorbing protector

Bolted to the front of the racking upright the metal guard 
offers protection with shock absorbing foam inside.
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Corner wheel protector

on corners in the warehouse. A roller at the base helps 

Snap on Column Guard

Protect-it™ can absorb large impacts and easily attaches 
to a column without the need for additional fasteners. 3 
pieces each 133mm high, totalling 400mm.

For more information see: 
www.dexionstore.co.uk

Metal Bollards

Metal safety bollards are available either painted or 
galvanised. Manufactured from robust steel tube, these 
164mm diameter barriers are available in a range of 
heights.

C rail protection barrier

Designed to protect racking, pedestrians, expensive 

thickness: 5 mm. Smooth surface that allows labels 
to be glued on.

Tubular rack protection

These tubular barriers at 500mm high and made of tough 
steel are built to withstand the challenges of everyday 
activities.

Pallet gate

Used on mezzanines and multi-tier structures this see-
saw pivoting pallet gate provides edge protection for 
pallet movements.

PROTEX Safety-Barrier-System

Can be used as collision and impact protection for 

separator. Material thickness: 3 mm.

A substantial form of protection for pallet racking 
uprights, against low level impact.

Floor mounted Column Guard

NEW

NEW
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Dexion offers you a wide selection of pallet racking accessories for you to create your own tailor-made storage solution.
From pull-out units which enable you to pick from pallets in a safe and ergonomic way, to anti collapse mesh that will 
prevent goods from failing on warehouse pedestrians, to the humble safety pin which is the key safety accessory.

PALLET RACKING ACCESSORIES

For more information see: 
www.dexionstore.co.uk
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Cable reel suspension

For storage of large cable reels or carpet rolls. A 
supporting rod, with high weight capacity, can easily 
be taken in and out of position.

Wiremesh shelving

Mesh shelves are placed between beams to support 
damaged or undersized pallets, or boxed goods taken 
off a pallet for picking.

A pull-out unit enables safe and ergonomic handling of 
goods, directly from the rack, without taking it off the 
pallets. Load capacity 1000kg.

Pull-out unit

Tunnel guard

Mesh Shelves are used above tunnel bays to protect 
against goods falling down.

For more information see: 
www.dexionstore.co.uk

Anti Collapse Mesh

Anti collapse mesh prevents any risk of spillage from 
pallets, offering protection for a variety of scenarios.

Pallet support bars

Fixing over the front and rear beams these bars 
support undersized or damaged pallets.
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A load bearing section is added to the initial 1000mm 
of an aisle facing upright. A removable piece of upright 

can easily be replaced if damaged, without the need 
to unload the complete bay.

Load signs

all racking and shelving. They must be clearly visible 
for all users.

Locking pin

Beam locking pins are required in the connector of 
every beam as they prevent beams being accidently 
dislodged.

Pallet stop - vertical & horizontal

A useful safety feature which prevents pallets from 
falling from the back of the rack.

For more information see: 
www.dexionsotre.co.uk

Drip tray

If liquids  might leak, then drip trays may be placed on 

Various sizes are available.

Drum cradle

Ideal for the storage of cable reels or barrels, 
preventing rolling and movement.
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